We calculate the renormalization constants of the N = 1, N = 2, N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories in an arbitrary covariant gauge in the dimensional reduction scheme up to three loops. We have found, that the beta-functions for N = 1 and N = 4 SYM theories are the same from the different triple vertices. This means that the dimensional reduction scheme works correctly in these models up to third order of perturbative theory.
where α is gauge fixing parameter. The renormalization constants define corresponding anomalous dimensions
For the calculation of the renormalization constants, following of Ref. [9] (see also Refs. [10, 11, 12] ), we use the multiplicative renormalizability of Green functions. The renormalization constants Z Γ relate the dimensionally regularized one-particle-irreducible Green function with renormalized one as:
where g 2 B and α B are the bare charge and the bare gauge fixing parameter correspondingly with
The bare charge g 2 B is to be constructed from appropriate Z i . In general for the triple vertices we have g
where Z jjk and Z j are the renormalization constants for the triple vertices and the wave functions correspondingly. From eqs. (4) and (6) one obtains the charge renormalization β-function as
The calculation of the renormalization constants within MS-like scheme can be reduced to the calculation only of massless propagator type diagrams by means of the method of infrared rearrangement [11] . In the case of the fermion-fermion-vector, scalar-scalarvector, ghost-ghost-vector vertices it means that we can nullify the momentum of the external vector field and in the case of the fermion-fermion-scalar vertex it means that we can nullify the external scalar momentum reducing the calculation of the Z jjk to the propagator type diagrams.
To find the renormalization constants we compute with the FORM [13] package MIN-CER [14] the unrenormalized three-loop one-particle-irreducible fermion-fermion-vector, scalar-scalar-vector, ghost-ghost-vector, fermion-fermion-scalar vertices and inverted fermion, scalar, ghost and vector propagators. Having the two-loop bare charge we determine the necessary three-loop constants Z jjk and Z j from the requirement that the poles in ǫ cancel in the r.h.s. of eq. (3). We use a program DIANA [15] , which call QGRAF [16] to generate all diagrams. The computations were done using FORM package COLOR [17] for evaluation of the color traces, and the Feynmans rules from Refs. [18] , [19] with the arbitrary gauge fixing parameter α, i.e. the propagator of the vector field is (g µν −(1−α)q µ q ν /q 2 )/q 2 . Substituting the obtained γ-functions to the eq. (7) we find from the fermion-fermionvector, scalar-scalar-vector, ghost-ghost-vector vertices the following β-function (C A is the quadratic Casimir operator):
in accordance with the previous calculations [20] , while from the fermion-fermion-scalar vertex we get (d 44 is the quartic Casimir operator [17] )
which is different with compare to the result from Ref. [5] . For D = 10 and D = 4 the β-functions (8) and (9) are the same, on the contrary of the result of Ref. [5] . For D = 6 the β-function (9) from the Yukawa vertex is not zero at three loops, as in Ref. [5] but with different coefficients. The equivalence of the three-loop β-functions from the gauge and fermion-fermion-scalar vertices for the N = 1 SYM theory in D = 4 was obtained already in Ref. [7] , what allowed to find the four-loop β-function in this model from the corresponding result in QCD [21] . So, we have found, that the gauge and Yukawa couplings are renormalized in the same way for N = 1 SYM theory in D = 4 and for N = 4 SYM theory in D = 4 (or N = 1 SYM theory in D = 10). Then, the DR-scheme preserves supersymmetry and works correctly in these models up to three loops.
In Appendix we give the renormalization constants for all fields in N = 1, N = 2, N = 4 SYM theories in D = 4. In general the renormalization constants for all vertices can be found from eqs. (7) and (8) for the triple vertices and the analogous equations for the quarter vertices. For the fermion-fermion-vector, scalar-scalar-vector, ghost-ghost-vector vertices we have found by the direct calculations the correctness of obtained renormalization constants, while for the fermion-fermion-scalar vertex one should use eq. (9) instead of eq. (8) . Really, in the last case we can not use DR-scheme for N = 2 SYM theory in D = 4 (or N = 1 SYM theory in D = 6) at three loops because it violates supersymmetry.
To conclude, we note that the obtained renormalization constants were used for the full direct calculation of the four-loop anomalous dimension of Konishi operator in N = 4 SYM theory [22] . The result of this calculation coincides with the results of the corresponding superfield [23] and superstring [24] calculations.
Appendix: Renormalization constants
In this Appendix we give explicit expressions for the renormalization constants for vector, fermion, scalar (pseudoscalar) and ghost fields in N = 4, N = 2 and N = 1 SYM theories up to three loops in the arbitrary covariant gauge. The renormalization constants for all vertices can be easily found from the β-functions (7), (8) and (9) and their higher poles. 
